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TWO

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES

BY

ANGELA NICHOLSON

The Treaty of Waitangi
A miniature sheet incorporating two
40~ stamps was issued on 17 January to commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi.
The
sheet was designed by Allan Mitchell of Wellington and features
a watercolour by the designer's father, the late L.C. Mitchell,
a well-known stamp designer in his own right.
The two stamps incorporate the central portion of the watercolour
- the actual signing of the Treaty.
One stamp is in a horizontal format and the other is in a vertical format, resulting
in a very unusual se-tenant pair.
Printing was carried out
in Holland by Joh Enschede en Zonen using the lithographic
process.
The sheet has horizontal mesh and all examples examined to date have white gum.
The stamps measure perf. 13~ all
round.
A First Day Cover was available for the miniature
sheet.
Sesgui-Centennial Presentation Pack
The Waitangi miniature
sheet is one of three recent issues included in a special present
ation pack which looks at the various people who have shaped
New Zealand.
The Sesqui-Centennial Presentation Pack was
released on 17 January and in addition to the Waitangi miniature
sheet it contains the Heritage - The People set (first released
on 17 May 1989) and the unique $1.00 round Kiwi stamp (released
on 19 October 1989).
With a face value of $6.65, the pack
is available from NZ Post at $7.95
Air New Zealand Anniversary
A single 80~ stamp commemorating the 50th anniversary of Air New Zealand was also released
on 17 January.
Designed by Rod Proud of Auckland, the stamp
features the Short S.30 Empire class flying boat and the Boeing
747.200.
Printing was carried out in Holland by Joh Enschede en Zonen,
using the lithographic process.
Sheets are comprised of 100
stamps in 10 rows of 10 and each stamp measures perf. 13 x
14t.
All sheets examined to date have white gum and are of
vertical mesh.
Two plates were used in the printing of this
stamp - 1AIA1A1A1A and 1B1B1BIB1B.
Souvenir Release for the Commonwealth Games
A special
issue of two miniature sheets marking the 1990 Commonwealth
Games was released on 24 January, the opening day of the Games.
The sheets were designed by Heather Arnold of Auckland and
were printed in Australia by Leigh-Mardon Pty. Ltd., using
the lithographic process.
An individual First Day Cover was
produced for each sheet.
Both miniature sheets incorporate two stamps from the Commonwealth Games issue released on 8 November 1989 - the 40e Games
logo and 40~ Goldie the Kiwi.

"I am writing to thank you for your assistance in my completing
my mint QE11 album.
As you can appreciate, it is difficult to
locate good quality mint examples in Australia at a reasonable
price and you and CP's have provided both." - MT, Australia

THREE
Sheet No.1 depicts an Auckland harbour scene with the two
stamps in vertical se-tenant format at the right of the sheet.
The stamps have horizontal mesh and measure perf. 14\ as with
the original stamps from large sheets.
The second sheet shows an aerial view of Mt. Smart Stadium
with the two stamps in horizontal se-tenant format at the top
left of the sheet.
These stamps also have horizontal mesh
and measure perf. 14\ as with the original stamps from large
sheets.
One interesting difference between stamps from the miniature
sheets and those from large sheets is the variation in gum
colour.
Both miniature sheets have cream gum and although
the original Goldie the Kiwi stamp also has cream gum, the
original Games logo has white gum.
Thus, the 40~ Games
logo stamp is available ~two types of gum - white gum from
large sheets and cream gum from miniature sheets.
A good shade difference has been noted on several Harbour
Scene sheets.
The sea on most of our supply is of a greygreen colour, but on five sheets it is a distinct slate-blue.
On these same five sheets a small circular flaw occurs below
the left eye of the kiwi.
This is a good shade variation
for collectors to look out for as it is quite striking and
should be easily recognisable.
Also in our supply were 31 sheets of the Auckland harbour
scene with a purple flaw in the sky above the "X" of "XIVth".
These same sheets contain a similar, but fainter flaw in
the sky above the "u" of "miniature".
A circular black flaw has been noted on several sheets of
the Mt. Smart Stadium scene.
The flaw occurs above the
Goldie the Kiwi stamp in the white margin just outside the
top row of perforations.
To date this has been noted only
on sheets affixed to First Day Covers.
The Perforating of Miniature Sheets
The newly issued
miniature sheets once again raise the question as to how such
sheets are perforated.
On all three recent sheets, the
perforations surround the stamps only - they do not extend
to the edge of the sheets.
This suggests that in each case
a special perforating head must have been manufactured.
This idea was first put forward by Colin Hamilton in CP's
September 1989 Bulletin.
Colin's observations led him to
believe that a combination of comb and line heads is used in
the perforating of miniature sheets.
Colin cited the 1987
Parks sheet as an example and suggested that a mini comb head,
in the shape of three sides of a rectangle, was first of all
used to perforate three sides of the stamp.
This was then
followed by a single line head which perforated the fourth
side of the stamp.
Our English office then found dramatic
evidence which verified this idea - a blank interleaving
sheet from the same issue which was lacking the fourth side
of perforations.
This sheet had gone through the comb stage
of the process only.
GOODS AND SERVICES TAX: All prices in this Newsletter
are subject to the addition of GST'where purchases are
made within NZ.
Overseas clients do not pay GST.

FOUR
Further evidence for the use of two separate perforating heads
can be seen at the points of intersection of the two different
head types.
One striking example mentioned by Colin is the
1988 RPSNZ Centenary sheet.
Several examples exist where
the ends of the comb perforation are badly out of alignment
with the single line perforation.
The poor registration of
the perforating heads reveals that, in this case, the line
head had one extra pin set at right angles to the rest of the
row.
This ensured uniformly neat corners.
The open ends
of the comb head are correspondingly one pin shorter.
Turning now to the three recent miniature sheet issues, our
supplies of both the Waitangi sheet and the Commonwealth
Games harbour scene sheet show excellent perforation registration and it is thus very difficult to determine the method
used.
The Waitangi miniature sheet is a particularly complicated affair and we would like to hear from any reader
who knows how this one was perforated!
Amongst our supply of the Mt. Smart Stadium sheet were several
examples of very poor registration which reveal that perforation was carried out by a single strike of a mini comb head,
followed by a strike of a line head which added the bottom
row of perforations to both stamps.
One of our most extreme
examples shows a downward displacement of the bottom row of
perforations formed by the line head.
We also have several
sheets where the line head has been displaced upwards or has
been shifted to the left or right of the comb perforations .

··•................................•.................
••
••
··••
•
··•••....•.•..............•.........................•.
1990 Mt. Smart Stadium.
Downward displacement of the bottom
row of perforations formed by the line head •

••••....••••...••..•..•.....

.••.••..•••....•......•......
1988 RPSNZ Centenary.
poorly aligned.

The comb and line perforations are

FIVE

AUCKLAND PRESS REPORT

FROM

AN DREW DOLPHIN

Wednesday 24 January - "Stamps issue selling out - With the
Commonwealth Games about to begin, some post offices are running
out of the postage stamps issued to mark them.
New Zealand
Post printed more than twice as many of the set as it normally
does for a four-month issue, but some offices have sold their
allocation.
The manager of philatelic services said yesterday that it was
too late to order a reprint.
He said that the set of eight
stamps had sold "like wildfire" since their issue early in
November.
But relief is at hand, a set of two miniature sheets commemorating the games will be issued today.
The sheets, showing
Mt. Smart Stadium and Auckland harbour, contain two of the,
three 40~ stamps from the games issue.
There is just time
for collectors to have the sheets on covers sent to the games
village post office for an opening day cancellation.
But
they must be handed in to the philatelic sales centres at
Auckland and Rotorua today."
Wednesday 17 January - "Stamp Art Returned For a Change Last-minute changes were today needed on artwork for a stamp
issued today by New Zealand Post.
The 80~ stamp commemorates
the 50th anniversary of Air New Zealand and features its
earliest and latest aircraft.
The airline had planned to
be flying the latest jumbo jet by now and the stamp was to
feature the Boeing 747-400 series with its longer upper deck
and winglets.
But an unresolved dispute over pay for the
pilots forced Air New Zealand to lease the new aircraft to
Cathay Pacific in Hong Kong.
So artists with the philatelic section of New Zealand Post
hurriedly doctored the artwork to remove the win~lets and
some portholes and to shorten the upper deck.
I'm amazed
how good it looks,' the stamp design and production manager,
Mr Alan Hollows, said yesterday.
'You cannot notice the
change. I
The stamp now depicts the older 747-200B along with the
Short S.30 Empire class flying boat of 1940.
Artwork for
the stamp was already with the printers in the Netherlands,
Joh Enschede en Zonen, when the change was needed.
After New Zealand Post tried to advise the printers of the
required changes by 'phone and fax, the printer decided to
send the artwork back. This was, after all, the printer who
in 1985 misspelled the Christmas stamps as 'Cristmas.'
Although destroyed by New Zealand Post, some reached stamp
dealers and fetch more than $300 for a pair of 18~ and 50~
with the misspelling."

"1 compliment you for keeping my want list in your file.
Here in the States it seems the dealers do not do that
so 1 was pleasantly surprised in hearing from you." RWC, Ohio

SIX

REEFTON PROVISIONALS

The hunt continues.
Ron Ingram of Christchurch. well known "Officials" specialist,
has continued his research into the Reef tons and, prompted
by recent CPNLM articles, wrote recently with photo copies
and background information gleaned from The New Zealand Gazette
and appendices to the journals of the House of Representatives
(with the help of a national archivist).
Ron draws attention to a Temple Bar auction of 14-15 November
1983, in which a,ld. Universal Reef ton Provisional bearing
the circular datestamp "Reef ton - 4 January 1907" was sold.
As Ron points out, the whereabouts of this stamp is very
important - it has recently been located in the collection
of a prominent New Zealand specialist.
(See below)
Ron mentions specifically an article in Stanley Gibbons Monthly
Journal by Charles J. Phillips. dated 31 January 1912.
This article was drawn from the original letters that were
written by Messrs. Bate and Wilson before the second inquiry
which was requested by Mr Bate's superiors.
Mr Phillips
referred to the purchase by Stanley Gibbons of a collection
of stamps formed by a Mr J. Mason in New Zealand and which
contained a set of the current stamps of 1906, but showing
all the characteristics of the Reef ton Provisionals.
Mr
Mason also handed Mr Phillips correspondence about the stamps
between Mr A.T. Bate and Mr C.O. Wilson, the Inspector-inCharge of the police in the Greymouth district at Reef ton
Station.
This correspondence has been reproduced in Vol.
I of "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand" and elsewhere.
Of particular note was Mr. Wilson's letter to Mr Bate under
date 1 July 1908 - "I learnt in January 1907 that The Chief
Postmaster had been instructed in case of non-arrival of
"Official" stamps to get some prepared in their office".
This in itself gave Wilson the belief that the Chief Postmaster.
was acting under authorisation, in Ron Ingram's opinion.
Amongst various stamps illustrated in the Phillips article
from the Mason collection, was a mint pair of ~d. stamps.
This pair appeared to have been tied to the paper on which
they were mounted by the Greymouth "Paid" stamp.
There
were also remnants of the right-hand and lower "Greymouth
Paid" impressions.
On checking all records, Ron has found
that these are the only pair that appear in this manner and
all others, mint and used, clearly show part circles, as
if they had been prepared in mint multiples and then divided
up.
Ron Ingram makes the request that collectors who possess
copies of the Reef ton Provisionals forward photo copies of
all mint and used.
Once broken up into values, he surmises,

Reefton Provisionals - These items were offered in the recent "MIDAS"
Sale (Sotheby's. London)

SEVEN
it would be a relatively easy task to comp,are each group
as the overlapping of the "Greymouth Paid' stamp would make
To date he says he has not been
them easy to match up.
able to match up the separated stamps.
He says that although
they were once joined, he has access only to limited quantities
and at most he would have ~d's from two different sources
that may match up. It is very likely from the few copies
that he has seen that the 24 ~d. stamps were prepared in
two strips of twelve as he has no copies that show the lower
part of the Greymouth date stamp overlapped at the top, as
they would have had they had been prepared in a block of
8 x 3.
He notes that the illustrations of the 2d. value that he
has obtained all show the handwritten "Official" applied
downwards from the top left-hand corner.
His record of
the 6d., although very limited, suggests that they were
written downwards, upside down from the top righthand of the stamp.
He has a photograph of a mint 6d. clearly
showing this feature.
The 3d., 1/- and 2/-, plus Id Universal all appear to have
been written upwards from the lower left-hand corner towards
the right.
(Editor's note: This to me is a highly unbureaucratic
feature and inevitably says something of the individual who did the
manuscripts - or the speed he had to work).
Other points raised by Ron Ingram are as follows:
The New Zealand Post and Telegraph Circular
This signalled
a real procedural change in the abolition of franking, and
was not actually dated until the 10th January 1907, which
is almost fourteen days after the date of the original order,
and six days after the earliest known Reef ton Provisional
is postmarked.
In the circular under Rule 304a it stated
"There is no objection to Chief Postmasters sending supplies
of stamps through Postmasters to local offices or departments."
The "Government Paid" Stamp
According to Ron, confusion
has crept in over the years regarding the "Greymouth Paid
3" cancellation.
When the second enquiry was made by Hr
A.T. Bate in 1913 he was then advised by an officer of the
Reef ton Post Office that the "Government Paid" stamp was
still at Reef ton (see "Postage Stamps of New Zealand, Vol.I,
p,p472/3).
In Ron's opinion, confusion has led to the
'Government Paid" stamp being mistaken for the "Greymouth
Paid" stamp.
It is probable that all officers worked with
"Government Paid" stamps at that time, as they would have
been used on the Post & Telegraph Department's own mail (then
exempt from postage).
The Quantities
These are quoted on the actual order form
and indicate a pattern of usage.
There were only 24 ~d.
stamps ordered and the police would send fewer unsealed envelopes, which would have employed these.
The 25 6d. stamps
were required for the 6d. telegraph rate.
There were only
five 2/- values ordered and no 5/- values, indicating lesser
usage of the higher values.
The 50 each of the Id., 2d.,
and 3d. values indicate the mos t required values. (Edi tor's
Note
).
Were individuals involved in fabricating the
Reef ton Provisionals, is it not more likely that something nearer complete
sets would have been created and is it not likely that at least some of
the 5/- value would have been included?)

EIGHT
The Chronology
Ron Ingram provides a suggested chronology
for the ordering and supply of the Provisionals.

-

Saturday - order prepared.
Sunday
Monday - order certified and sent to
Chief Postmaster, Greymouth.
1 January 1907 - Tuesday, New Year holiday
2 & 3 January 1907 - Wednesday - order prepared and returnec
to Reef ton
4 January 1907 - Friday - Id. Universal known used

29 December 1906
30 December 1906
31 December 1906

-

The known used.
Ron lists the following Reef ton Provisionals
that he has recorded.
4
?
21
31
9
?
22
?
2
26

January 1907 - Id. Universal
January 1907 - Id. Universal
January 1907 - Id. Universal
January 1907 - Id. Universal
February 1907 - ~d. Pictorial
February 1907 - ~d. Pictorial
February 1907 - ~d. Pictorial
February 1907 - ~d. Pictorial
April 1907 - 2d. Pictorial
April 1907 - 2d. Pictorial

To date he has no record of used examples of the 3d., 6d.,
1/- and 2/- values.
He has a record of a complete mint
set being sold and another mint set existing, but without
a 2/- value.
The Format
In the values up to 1/- it can be established
that the handwritten "Official" and the "Greymouth Paid 3"
stamp were acquired while the stamps were still in multiples.
This is proved by the overlapping of the "Greymouth Paid
3" stamps.
The 2/- was prepared in a horizontal strip of
five.
Final Contention
Ron sums up his views as follows:
"The
Reef ton Provisional Official stamps were prepared by the
Greymouth Post Office to satisfy an order received from the
Reef ton Police Station prior to the Chief Postmaster, Greymouth,
receiving supplies of the overprinted "Official" stamps from
the Stamps Branch in Wellington.
As such they should be
accepted as postage stamps, as they were used to make payment
to the Post Office for the carriage of mail."
And Ken McNaught adds more up-to-date news on the Reef tons
- he wrote last month ... "Colin (C.G.) Capill has shown
me a Id. value with a clear Reef ton squared circle dates tamp
impression of 7 JA 07, a much earlier date than quoted in
my notes.
This demolishes one argument, but has no direct
bearing on the question whether these stamps actually served
a postal purpose.
An intact envelope with Greymouth receiving
dates tamp is needed.
A mint 2/- Provisional is illustrated as part of Lot 1113
in the Sotheby Sale of the "Midas" collection for 11 December
1989.
This stamp, which looks genuine, is clearly perf.
11, not the expected perf,14, listed as P7 in SG Catalogue."

AUTUMN SELECTION
Study the list with care.

NINE

Some quite unrepeatable pricing.

90 (a)

CHRISlUIURCH EXHIBITION A chance to
secure a set of magnificent appearance,
lightly hinged at a cheaper price than
offered anywhere else to our knowledge.
Above all, this is not an inferior cut price
lot.
All the stamps-are "fine" in the
lightly hinged category.
Possibly never again - the set of four %d.,
Id., 3d., 6<1 ••.•••.••••••••.•.•••.• $325.00

90 (b) DUNEDIN IDaIIBITION The set of three used - all lovely
copies - very fine indeed •••.•••••.•••.••••.•.•.••••.••
(c) CHAMBER OF CDMMERCE The set of five - %d., Id., 2%d.,
4d., 6<1., in superb condition - mint
.
Fine used •••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••
(d) 1940 CENTENNIAL SET Glorious - set to secure now at
such a low price for such high quality - OHM •••••••.•••
Fine used ••.•••••.•••••••••••.•.•••••••.••.•••.••.•.•..
91 (a) E14f 1898 PICTORIAL 6<1. KIWI Red
Abnormally watermark issue upright watermar
Our copy is fine
commercially used with a clear face.
Catalogued at
$600.
Superb at
..
Or central postmark •••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••.••.•.•
92 (a) 1898 PICTORIAL OFFICIALS - THE SET Here's a real
bonanza - fill an entire section of the premium-scarcity
earlies with these glowing copies - all VLH to LH.
"Official".
2d. Pembroke Peak, 3d. Huias, 6<1. Kiwi , 6<1.
Kiwi redrawn, 1/- Kea & Kaka, 2/- Milford Sound, 5/- Mt.
Cook.
Seven fine LH stamps. Catalogued at $1375 •.••
(This offer, for obvious reasons, remains open only for
orders received during March 1990. One or two sets
available - while stocks last) •.••••.••••.•••••••••.•.••
93 (a) KING GEORGE V - OFFICIAL The set in absolutely brilliant
copies, lightly hinged.
Subscribers only please - this
is a CP exclusive we regret.
Catalogued at over $330
3d. Brown, 4d. Purple, 6<1. Carmine, 8d. Brown, 9d. Sage
Green, 1/- Vermilion
.

$85.00
$12.50
$12.50
$50.00
$25.00

$375.00
$75.00

$775.00

$275.00

$95.00
$50.00
95 (a) QUEEN-ON-HORSEBACK 2/6<1., 3/-, 5/-, 10/-. The set
of four in superb OHM condition. One of our best offers
for years. These are among the steadiest issues in the
NZ catalogue - year after year they carry on in strong
demand.
Catalogued at $215. Our offer - the set
(one per subscribing client please, again for obvious
reasons and no trade orders, we regret) •••••••••••••.••

$100.00

POSTAGE DUES

TEN
Mint/wlused and used.

First Type - Green and Carmine - Group 1 (Large NZ,Large D)
76 (a) Yla, jP. Value
Fine unused copy (no gum) .....••.•.•.•
Nice commercial (dated) used .••......•...•.••..••..••.•
(b) Y2a, Bd. Value
Lovely, lightly hinged copy w/c ....•.•
Superb!
Very fine used •.•...••••.•..••........••.••..
(c) Y3a, 1/- Value
Nice light-hinged •••••.••.•••.•.....•.
Unused copy •.••••••.•.•.••••..••••..•.•...•••••••.••••.
Very fine used ......••••••.•.......•...•...•...........
(d) Y4a, 2/- Value
UHM - minor gum disturbance ..•..•..•••
VlH copy - lovely •..•...•.....•.•••..•.........•.......
Unused or not-so-fine •••..........•..•.••...•••••••.•.•
Group 2 (Large NZ, Small D)

$5.00
$30.00
$100.00
$175.00
$125.00
$25.00
$150.00
$300.00
$200.00
$35.00

(e) Y5a, Sd. Value UHM - superb
..
VlH - copy
.
Not-so-fine .•.•.••••.•••.•••••••..•...••...•..•..•.•.••
Fine commercially used ••.•..•.•...•.....•••.....•..•...
Heavy pos tmark
..
(f) Y6a, Gd. Value
UHM - fine
..
VUI copy
..
Unused ••..•••••••.••.•••••.•......•..•...•..•.•..•••..•
Interpane pair - 1 x UHM •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fine used .•...•.•••.•.••••..........•...•..............
Intermediate used
.
(g) Y7a, lad. Value
VlH copy - nice
..
Presentation copy (corner lines cancel) •...••.....••.••
Group 3 (Small NZ - Large D)

$50.00
$20.00
$5.00
$40.00
$25.00
$50.00
$25.00
$5.00
$100.00
$50.00
$15.00
$115.00
$100.00

(h) Y8a, J,d. Value
Superb UHM
.
Block of four UHM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fine CU copy .•.•.••.•••••.....••••.•.•.••••••••..•.....
(i) Y9a, ld. Value III copy •..•.•••••.•.••••.••...•...••.•
Or unused •.•.•••.•.••..••••...•...•••.•••••...•..•.••.•
Very fine used
.
Commercially used •.••...•...•....••....•••.••..•.•..•..
(j) Yl0a~2d. Value Lightly hinged .•..•.•.••••..••.•••••.
Unus~ copy
.
Very fine used •.•.••.•••.••...••.......•••.•......•....
Block of four fine used - slightly o/c ....•............
Commercially used •....••••••...••••.••.••..............
(k) Y11a, 3d. Value
UHM copy
..
lH
.
Unused
.
Very fine used •...••••••••.•....•......................
Commercially used
.
Not-so-fine used ••...••....•....•...•.••....•..........
Group 4 (Small NZ, Small D)

$1.00
$5.00
$12.00
$10.00
$2.00
$1.00
.50
$50.00
$10.00
$20.00
$75.00
$7.50
$30.00
$15.00
$5.00
$5.00
$2.00
.50

(1) Y12a, id. Value
UHM - fine
..
lH
..
Unused •......•••••••••.••••••.••.•••••.•..•..••........
Fine used •••••••..••.•.•...•.•••...•...•.••............
Commercially used
.
(m) Y13a, 2d. Value
VlH copy
..
Fine used ..•......•.........•.••.•...•...•••.....•....•
eex.nercially used .....•.•••.•.••••.•..•....•....•...•..
(n) Y14a, 4d.Value
UHM - lovely
..
Block of four - UHM ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lH
.
Finest used ••••...••••••••.........•.•.......•......•.•
Commercially used .•••.•....••.••.••......•...•.•.•..••.

$15.00
$8.00
$2.00
$1.00
.50
$25.00
$3.00
$2.00
$35.00
$150.00
$25.00
$12.00
$6.00

ELEVEN

1898 - 1907 5/- MT. COOK
360 (a) E21a, "London" Superb UHM, centered left $500.00: HM
$195.00: MNSF $135.00: MNG $75.00: FU $395.00: NSFU.
(b) E21b(1), No Wmk., ~.11 HM $175.00: CU $300.00: NSFU.
(c) E21C Wmk. sIW, p. 1
HM
.

t ~~FuS:~.~~~~~~~:.::~~ ~~.:~~:~~ .. ~ .
(d)
i3~~.~~
(e) E21d, Wmk. U/R, p.l1 HM $200.00: FU $375.00: CU ••••
(f) E21e, ~k. SIW'J.14

HM $150.00: MNSF $105.00: Superb
used (lllustrat ) $500.00: CU $195.00: NSFU •••••.••.
(g) E21f, Wmk. U/R, p.14 HM $215.00: NSFU ...••..••.••.••

$50.00
$50.00
$150.00
$75.00
$325.00
$50.00
$40.00

Official
361 (a) ED21e

UHM $450.00:

UlM $350.00:

HM $250.00:

FU ...•

$500.00

SEE ALSO
LOT 102 (d)

400a E4a, 1-\;d. OOER WAR, KHAKI COlDUR
Certainly one of the great items of NZ philately and a
shade-colour sought after traditionally by many major
specialists. Our offer this month (see front page
illustration this month) is of a block of six fine
conmercially used. The item is ex R.D. Gwynn, and
"Midas" and carries the certificate of the RPSNZ.
There is a degree of variation of shade within the
block which is regarded by the Royal as normal for
this issue.
All stamps show the demonstrable "Khaki"
characteristics.
Once only - this magnificent New Zealand rarity ..................... '"
$4500.00
Id UNIVERSAL, 1 JANUARY 1901, FIRST DAY COVER
1901 (a) G1a(z) Neat, clean cover to Gisborne, triplering COS "socked-on-the-nose" Waihao Downs, closed
office - 1900-37. Manuscript by stamp "R6/7" •.•
(b) G1a(z) Clean cover to AshbJrton.
Four-ring
Christchurch COS, backstarnped JA 2 01 AshbJrton ••.
(c) Gla(e Tidy cover to New Brighton.
Squaredcirc e cancel, AshbJrton, backs tamped Christchurch
and New Brighton - both 2 JA 01.
Nice ..••.•..••

$100.00
$80.00
$90.00

TWELVE

MISCELLANY
lOO(a)

D2'

Ped .10 Nice
$5.00
$40.00
$30.00
$60.00

101 (a) El3c, Sd. 1898 Pictorial, Brown, Perf.ll, Wmk. Sideways
PremiUll set of 2 VUI, 2 UHM blocks of four.
Red-brown,
Deep Brown, Sepia, Black-brown.
Brilliant set •.••.•••

$975.00

(Note: The Sepia block in the above set features the
distinctly scarce reversed watermark).

(b) E13c, Sd. Sepia Ditto, P.ll Sideways, Iohnk. Inverted
Superb 2 LH,~ UH block in the scarce shade ...•..•.•...
102 (a) E20a, 2/- Milford Sound - London Print Blue-green
copy - superb used - one of the nicest we've seen and
guaranteed authentic •.••••. ,...........................
(b) E2Oc(z), 2/- Ditto, Perf.ll, 'Iohnk.
Double perforations very major item.
Light hinged.
A pair of this variety
sold recently in the (London) "MIDAS" sale at NZ$2500.
Full double perfs vertically both sides of stamp - one
side patched.
Lovely, lovely major rarity............
(c) E20e{ 2/- Ditto, Perf: 14, Wmk.
In Blue-green 2 LH. 2
UH b ock of four.
As fresh an item as you could wish.
(Cat. $760)
(cl) ED21f, 5/- Mt. Cook "Official", Iohnk. Upright, p.14
Great rarity of the series here seen in well centred
light hinged copy.
Very major offer and seldom or
never seen (cat. $2000)
Superb block of four used.
One stamp internal corner fault, but this is a blockbuster item for the Life Department specialist •...••..•

$325.00

$100.00

$775.00
$625.00

$1875.00

103 (a) )(Sa, 6d. Life Insurance "VR"

$850.00

